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ALGEBRAIC MODELS FOR PROBABILITY MEASURES

ASSOCIATED WITH STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
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Abstract. This paper initiates the study of probability measures corresponding

to stochastic processes based on the Dinculeanu-Foias notion of algebraic models

for probability measures. The main result is a general extension theorem of Kol-

mogorov type which can be summarized as follows: Let {(X, si¡, ¡i,), i e 1} be a

directed family of probability measure spaces. Then there is an associated directed

family of probability measure spaces {(G, &t, vt), i e 1} and a probability measure v

on the »-algebra M generated by the 3)¡ such that (i) v(B) = v¡(B), Be &,, ie I, and

(ii) for each iel the spaces (X, s/t, /it) and (G, &lt v¡) are conjugate. The importance

of the main theorem is that under certain mild conditions there exists an embedding

ip: X—* G such that the induced measures vt on G are extendable to v, although the

measures n¡ on X may not be extendable. Using the algebraic model formulation, the

Kolmogorov extension property and the notion of a representation of a directed

family of probability measure spaces are discussed.

1. Introduction. Let (í¿, sé, /x) be a probability measure space and T a subset

of the real line. If (X, 3S) is some measurable space, then an jaZ-measurable function

x(oS): Q -> X is called a random element in X. A random function, or stochastic

process, defined on T with values in A" is a function x(t, tu): Tx £2 -> X such that

x(t, of) is a random element in A" for each t e T. To fix ideas, we will restrict our

attention to the classical case and take X= R (the real line) and 38 the a-algebra of

Borel sets. Let S denote the set of all functions x = x(t) defined on T=[a, b], say.

Put

C,(7i) = {x : x(t) e B},

where t e [a, b] and Be38. The sets C((7i) are called the one-dimensional cylinder

sets of 3£, and finite intersections of the one-dimensional cylinder sets are simply

referred to as cylinder sets. Let J5" denote the smallest a-algebra containing all the

cylinder sets. Put v(F) = p. ° x~x(F), Feß\ Then v is a probability measure or

distribution on (X, &~) corresponding to the stochastic process x(t, of). Frequently,

the probability measure space (X, ¿F, v) itself is referred to as the stochastic

process.
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In many applications the measurable space (36, J5") is not the appropriate space

on which to construct a probability measure; and this leads to the construction

and study of probability measures on complete separable metric spaces, various

Banach spaces, etc. In particular, recent work on random equations leads to the

study of random functions with values in a Banach space, and the study of prob-

ability measures on Banach spaces and other linear topological spaces.

In order to specify a stochastic process in the above measure-theoretic sense

(i.e., to define v on IF), it is sufficient to specify the probability measure on the

cylinder sets; and values of v on sets of the form H"=i Ctfßi) are defined by its

values on sets of the form H?=i Q,(( — °°> &))> where the f, are arbitrary real num-

bers, and {?!, t2,. ■., fn}c [", b]. Hence it is sufficient to specify the quantities

"(ñQXÍ-co.í,)))-

PH.(„(fi,• • -, &) = y{n Ctg-co, ft)))-

For any fixed values of tx,..., tn, the function F defined by (1.1) is a distribution

function in the classical sense, and satisfies the following conditions :

(1) the same permutation applied to each of the sets (ty,..., tn) and ((u ..., £„)

does not change the value of F;

(2) lim^.,0 Fh.(„(fi,..., in) = Fh.í„.XÍi> • • -, L-i)-
Hence, in order to define v, it is sufficient to specify the distribution functions F

satisfying the above conditions. This set of functions is called the set of finite-

dimensional distributions of the stochastic process. Hence the definition of a

probability measure on (R, 30) in classical probability theory, by means of a

distribution function, is generalized in the theory of stochastic processes by means of

the finite-dimensional distributions defined by (1.1). The fundamental Kolmogorov

extension or consistency theorem [11] states that any set of distribution functions

Fh.tjdi,..., f„) which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) generates a probability

measure v and, therefore, defines a stochastic process. In addition to [11], we refer

to Billingsley [2] and Neveu [14] for treatments of Kolmogorov's extension theorem.

In recent years developments in the theory of stochastic processes and its

applications have led to the study of abstract space-valued stochastic processes;

and the study of the probability measures associated with these processes has

required generalizations of Kolmogorov's theorem. Needless to say, Kolmogorov's

theorem has served as the prototype for these generalizations. The reader is

referred to the work of Gel'fand and Vilenkin [6], Kirk [10], Minios [13], Partha-

sarathy [15], Segal [19], Silov [20], and Spacek [21]. The use of inductive (or

direct) and projective (or inverse) systems of probability measure spaces in the

study of stochastic processes is due to Bochner [3]. Recently, Choksi [4], Métivier

[12], Raoult [16], and Scheffer [18] have used the same approach in their studies.

Put

(1.1)
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For a detailed exposition of projective limits of probability measure spaces, we refer

to the forthcoming monograph of M. M. Rao entitled Stochastic processes.

In this paper we initiate the study of probability measures corresponding to

stochastic processes utilizing the Dinculeanu-Foias notion of algebraic models

for probability measures [5]. Briefly, given a probability measure space (A", sé, p),

an algebraic model for p. is a pair (r, <p) consisting of an Abelian group F and a

positive-definite complex-valued function <p on V. In §2 we summarize the basic

definitions and properties of algebraic models for measures and give some concrete

examples of algebraic models for probability measures.

Because of the importance of extension or consistency theorems in the general

theory of stochastic processes, in this paper we formulate an algebraic model

approach to extension theorems, and prove, in §3, a general extension theorem of

Kolmogorov type. This result can be summarized as follows : Let {(A", séu pt), i e 1}

be a directed family of probability measure spaces. Then there is an associated

directed family of probability measure spaces {(C7, 33u vt), i e 7} and a probability

measure v on the a-algebra 38 generated by the 3SX such that (i) v(B) = vt(B), B e 38x,

i e I, and (ii) for each / e I the spaces (X, sé¡, p¡) and (G, 38x, vt) are conjugate. The

proof of this result, and subsequent results in §4, utilizes the notions of inductive

(or direct) and projective (or inverse) systems. We refer to Kelley and Namioka [9]

for a discussion of inductive and projective systems.

The importance of our main theorem (Theorem 3) is that under certain mild

conditions there exists an embedding i/j: X-^- G (it may not be 1-1) such that the

induced measures vt on G are extendable to a v as above, although the measures /¿(

on X may not be extendable. This suggests that in those cases where the pt are not

extendable on X, we may work with the vt on G instead. As far as the stochastic

processes are concerned, since the measures p¡ and vi are conjugate, the probability

measure spaces (A", sé¡, p¡) and (G, 38u v¡) are, through the mapping </f, indis-

tinguishable. It is important to note that the enlarged spaces (G, 38u vt) have much

nicer topological and algebraic properties than the basic spaces (A", séu p¡); indeed

this may be one of the main advantages of utilizing algebraic models for the study

of probability measures associated with stochastic processes.

The above remarks provide the motivation for the problems considered in §4;

namely, using the algebraic model formulation, we consider the Kolmogorov

extension property and the notion of a representation of a directed family of

probability measure spaces.

Finally, in §5 we discuss two examples: (1) the embedding of a nonextendable

system into an extendable system, and (2) a nonsequentially maximal system.

In subsequent papers we will consider (1) algebraic models for some concrete

probability measures (e.g., Wiener measure, Gaussian measures, L-measures, etc.)

which are of interest in the theory of stochastic processes and its applications, and

(2) an algebraic model formulation of a transformation theory of probability

measures under mappings of the spaces on which the measures are defined.
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2. Algebraic models for measures: Basic definitions and properties. In this

section we collect for reference purposes several definitions and properties of

algebraic models for measures, most of which appear in [5]. We also give some

concrete examples of algbraic models for probability measures.

Let (X, sé, p) be a probability measure space, and denote by T(p) the set of

(equivalence classes of) functions yeLœ(p.) with |y| = l. F(p) is a multiplicative

group with complex conjugate y as the inverse of a function y e F(p.). If (X, sé, p,)

is a complete probability measure space, then using the existence of a lifting (cf.

A. Ionescu Tulcea and C. Ionescu Tulcea [8, Chapter IV]) we can consider F(p.) as

a group of complex-valued p.-measurable functions y on X with \y(x)\ = 1 a.e. such

that yu y2 e F(p.) and yi =y2 a.e. imply y\(x) = y2(x) for all x e X. It follows that we

may also assume \y(x)\ = 1 for all x e X, y e F(p), by replacing y by the function y

such that

y'(x) = ew   if y(x) = peie, p ¿ 0,

= 1     ify(x) = 0.

Definition 1. A pair (r, <p) consisting of an Abelian group V and a positive-

definite complex-valued function <p on F such that <p(y)=l if and only if y= 1 is

called an algebraic measure system (or simply a measure system).

Definition 2. A measure system (r, <p) is said to be an algebraic model for the

probability measure p. if there exists an injective homomorphism h on F into F(p)

such that (i) h(F) generatesL2(p), and (H)<p(y) = <pu(h(y)), yeF, where <pu(X) = $x A dp..

We now give examples of algebraic models for some probability measures.

(1) One choice for an algebraic model for p. is (F(p.), cpu). Another much smaller

model is obtained as follows. Let sé0 be any subalgebra of sé which generates sé

as a a-algebra, and for A e sé0, xe X, set

y'A(x) =1,       xeA,

= -1,   x$A;

and let yA be the unique function in F(p.) such that yA = y'A a.e. If F0 = {yA\ Ae sé0},

then (r0, cpu) is an algebraic model for p., since ^(1 +y'A)=xA, where xa is the charac-

teristic function of A e sé0. In particular, if (X, sé, p.) is separable, then T0 may be

chosen countable.

(2) Let A' be a Hausdorff topological space, sé the completion of the Borel sets

in X with respect to the regular probability measure p. on X (i.e., p.(A)

= sup {p(K) : K compact, K<=A}, A e sé) whose support is X. Then (r, <pM) is an

algebraic model for p., where F is the group of all continuous functions on X of

unit modulus.

(3) Let X be a locally convex linear topological space with dual X*, let p. be a

cylinder measure (cf. Gel'fand and Vilenkin [6, p. 307]) on X*, and let

fi(x) =       el<-x-x"> dp.(x*)
Jx'
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be the Fourier transform or characteristic functional of p. (cf. Gel'fand and Vilen-

kin [6, p. 260]). Let K be the closed (additive) subgroup of X of all x such that

ß(x) = 1. If p also denotes the induced function on X/K, then (X/K, p) is an alge-

braic model for p. Indeed, if X is finite dimensional, then ß is the ordinary Fourier-

Stieltjes transform; and the desired result follows from (4) given below. In the

general case it suffices to notice, by looking at finite-dimensional subspaces of X,

that the characteristic function of every cylinder set in X* is in the L2(p)-span of the

functions ei<Xr>, xe X.

(4) If G is a locally compact Abelian group with character group F and p is a

regular Borel probability measure on G such that its support generates G, then

(r, p.) is an algebraic model for p, where ß is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p.

(In this case the mapping >p defined in Lemma 1 below is just the embedding of G

in its Bohr compactification (Rudin [17, p. 30]).)

Proof. It is well known that ß is positive-definite, and that if p is not concentrated

on any proper closed subgroup of G then ß= 1 only at y= 1 (Rudin [17, p. 53]). It

remains to show that F generates L2(p); and to do this it suffices to show that

given e>0 and / continuous on G with compact support, then there exists a

trigonometric polynomial P on G with \\f— P\\L2(u)<e. Thus, let K be a compact

subset of G such that/=0 outside Kand p(Kc) < 8 (to be prescribed). By embedding

G in its Bohr compactification GB and applying Tietze's theorem,/can be extended

to a continuous function g on GB (i.e., an almost periodic function on G) with

\\g\\aB= \\g\\a — II/IIg- Since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in C(GB), we

can find a trigonometric polynomial P on GB (hence on G) with ||g—P||G< 3. Then

\\f-P\\î^=  f \f-P\2dp+( c\fi-P\2dp= f  \g-P\2dp+( c\P\2dp
jk jk jk jk

< 82p(K) + (8+\\g\\a)p(Kc) < S2 + (8+||/||ß)S = 2S2+II/!G8.

Hence, prescribing S sufficiently small gives \\f— P\\L2(u)<e.

The last example we give is the following.

(5) Let (Xt, séh pt) be probability measure spaces with algebraic models (r,, <p¡),

with r¡ considered as a subgroup of F(pt), i= 1, 2. Let phe a probability measure

on the measurable space (A\ x X2, sé1 x sé2) such that p(A x X2) = p1(A), Ae séu

and /x(Ar1 x A) = p2(A), A e sé2. Set r = {y(xi, x2) = yi(x1)y2(x2) \ y-, e I\, y2 e T2},

and K={yeF | y=l p-a.e.}. Then (r/K,<p) is an algebraic model for p, where

<p(y + K) = <pu(y), y e T. In particular, if /^x^«/*, then (T,<pu) is an algebraic

model for p; and r^ (rx x r2)/A, where A consists of all pairs (yu y2) of constants

such that yi=y2- For in this case, if y(x1,x2) = y(x1)y(x2)=l p-a.e., then y=l

p1 x ¿t2-a.e. But then

1 = yd(p1xp2)=        yxdpj,       y2dp2,
J X\ x X2 J Xi J X2

so each of the integrals on the right is of unit modulus. Thus yx and y2 are constants

a.e., hence everywhere by the linearity of the liftings. The rest is clear.
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Let (á?1; Pi) and (302, p.2) be the measure algebras associated with the probability

measure spaces (Xx, séx, p,x) and (X2, sé2, p,2), respectively (cf. Halmos [7, §15]).

Definition 3. The probability measures p.x and p,2 are called conjugate if there

exists a measure-preserving isomorphism of the a-algebra 30x onto the cr-algebra 3S2 ;

or equivalently, if there exists a linear isometry <S> of L2(fi) onto 7-2(/¿2) satisfying

(i) *(Loo0*1))=La,0ia), and (ii) <t>(fg)=®(f)<I>(g),f, g e L^). (It can be shown

that $ is then an L«,-isometry; cf. [5].)

Definition 4. Two measure systems (r1; (px) and (r2, <p2) are said to be iso-

morphic if there exists an isomorphism >p of Fx onto T2 such that <p2 ° 0 = <p!.

Theorem 1 (Theorem 2 in [5]). Two probability measures are conjugate if and

only if they have isomorphic algebraic models.

Theorem 2 (Theorem 3 in [5]). Every measure system is an algebraic model

for a regular Borel probability measure on a compact Abelian group. More precisely,

given a measure system (F, <p) let F be given the discrete topology, let G denote the

(compact) character group of F, and let p. be the (unique) regular Borel probability

measure on G whose Fourier-Stieltjes transform is <p. Then (F, <p) is an algebraic

model for p..

It follows that given the probability measure space (X, sé, p.) and an algebraic

model (r, <p) for p. (which we can consider as a subsystem of (F(p), <pM)), there is a

Borel measure v on the character group G of F such that p. and v are conjugate.

In fact, the conjugation is given by a mapping of X into G:

Lemma 1. Let (X, sé, p.), G, F, and v be as above. Then there is a measurable

mapping ifi: X^-G such that

(2.1) <!>(/) o ./.=/  n-a.e.,      feL2(p),

where $ is as in Definition 3.

Proof. <£> is obtained by linearly extending the map (g, $(y)) = (g, y). (Here

(•, ■) denotes the pairing of G and F via Pontrjagin duality (cf. Rudin [17, p. 28]).)

Thus define >p by (</<(*), y) — y(x), x e X, y e F. Then (2.1) holds everywhere on X

for /=y £ T, and hence on the linear span of F. Since the linear span is dense in

L2(p), the result follows upon taking limits.

In particular, if A e sé, then <b(xÀ) is the characteristic function of an open and

closed subset E of G (since ®2(xa) = ®(xa) and <b:La(jj.) -*■ C(G)) such that

p(A A >fi~1(E)) = 0. (Note that <p~x(E) ese since p. is complete, and trigonometric

polynomials are dense in C(G).)

We conclude these remarks by pointing out that the fact that one can always

choose an algebraic model (r, <p) for any probability space (X, sé, p.) such that F

is a group of measurable functions does not depend on the existence of liftings.

Indeed, let F* denote the collection of all ¿/-measurable functions of unit modulus,
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and set K={y e Y* \ y= 1 a.e.}. Let 3i denote the collection of all subgroups T of

T* suchthat rn7i:={l}.

Lemma 2. Given any Y0e3P there exists a Y e38 such that rocT and Y generates

L2(p). Hence (Y, <pu) is an algebraic model for p. In particular, if 38 is a complete

a-subalgebra of sé, and setting v = p\3S, (YQ, <pv) is an algebraic model for v, then ro

can be extended to a subgroup Y of Y* such that (Y, <p„) is an algebraic model for p.

Proof. Let 3ê0 = {Y e 3i \ r=>ro}, and let 3i0 be partially ordered by inclusion.

Since the union of the groups in any chain in 3$ is in 0t, we may choose by Zorn's

lemma a maximal element Y of M0 (which will then be maximal in 3£). To show

that T generates L2(p), let A esé and define y'A as in Example 1 above. Since

(y¿)2=l, it follows from the maximality that y'A e YK; so Y generates L2(p) as in

Example 1.

3. The main theorem. Throughout this section all probability measure spaces

are assumed complete.

Definition 5. A family {(X, sé¡, p¡), i e 1} of probability measure spaces will be

called a directed family if (7, ^) is a directed set and the following conditions are

satisfied: (i) sé^séf, i^j, (ii) pi(A) = pj(A), Aeséu i^j.

We now state and prove the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 3. Let {(X, sét, p¡), i e 1} be a directed family of probability measure

spaces. Then there is a directed family {(G, 38x, v¡), i e 7} of probability measure

spaces over a compact Abelian group G and a probability measure v on the a-algebra 38

generated by the 38{ such that

(i) v(B) = vi(B),Be38i,ieI.

(ii) 7-br each iel, the spaces (X, sé¡, p¡) and (G, 38u v¡) are conjugate; in fact,

there exists a mapping 4>t '■ X' -> G satisfying

(1) ^f\B)eséi,Be38i,ieI.

(2) Given A eséh there exists a B e3S¡ such that vl(B) = pi(A) andp¡(A A ifif1(B))

= 0.

Proof. For each iel let Y, denote the group Y(p¡) of complex-valued .im-

measurable functions of constant modulus 1 on I (cf. §2); and define <p((y)

=J"X y dpu y e r(, iel. Thus (r¡, <p,) is an algebraic model for p¡; and if i£j it

follows from Definition 5 that there is a natural isomorphism e(i of r¡ into Y¡ such

that

(3.1) eii(y) = Y   pra.e., yeYh

(3-2) 9i(y) = 9^/y)), ye IV

Indeed, el} is uniquely determined by (3.1) as a homomorphism satisfying (3.2);

and if ei;(y)=l then y=l Pj-a.e., whence pra.e. by the compatability condition

(ii) of Definition 5, so y= 1 and ey is an isomorphism. It also follows from (3.1)

that the r( and etj satisfy the axioms of an inductive limit system; that is eH

= Id (rO, / e I, and ejlceij = eilc, iújúk.
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Let F denote the inductive-limit group T = ind lim¡ r¡. Thus for each i £ 7 there

is an isomorphism e, of F¡ into F; and we have

(3.3) r = u *xrf),
iel

(3.4) ejEij = e¡, i ^ j.

Let <p be the function on F defined by

(3.5) <pet = q>t,        i e I.

It follows from (3.2)-(3.5) that q> is a well-defined positive-definite function on F

and that <p(y)=l implies y=l. That is, (r, <p) is a measure system (Definition 1).

Let Gj, A¡ (respectively, G, v) be as in Theorem 2 for (r,, ç5t), i e I (respectively,

(r, cp)). Thus G is the projective limit G = proj lim, G¡ of the compact groups G(,

i £ 7, with respect to the adjoint homomorphisms ef : G -> G¡ and «g: G¿ -> Gf of

the e¡ and eif, respectively.

If 30(d) denotes the a-algebra of Armeasurable subsets of Gf, then putting

30i = ef-\30(Gi)) and v4 = A, ° e*, (i) of the theorem follows from (3.5) and the fact

that the rt (respectively, F), considered as functions on G, generate L2(v^) (respec-

tively, 7.2(v)). For xe X, let ft(x) £ G be any element of G satisfying

(3.6) (ft(x), 'ÁY)) = y(x),      y e rto Í e I.

(Here (•, •) is as in the proof of Lemma 1, §2.) Now, (ii) of the theorem follows

from Lemma 1 and the observation that if the mappings ft : X -*■ G¡, i e I, are as

in §2, then ft = sf o ft, i e I.

Remarks. (1) The fact that the r¡ were chosen as groups of functions was used

only to construct the mappings ft ; the remainder of the proof of Theorem 3 does

not depend on the existence of a lifting, as the mappings (3.1) are easily seen to be

well defined on the groups of equivalence classes.

(2) The choice of Fi=F(p.i) and <p¡, iel, could, of course, be replaced by any

algebraic models for the p.¡ such that the r¡ form an inductive system with respect

to some ei; for which (3.2) holds. Moreover, if the groups can be chosen so that

(3.1) holds everywhere, then for each xe X there is a unique element 4>(x) £ G for

which (3.6) holds with i/it(x) = il>(x), all i e I, and we can set all ^ = i/< in the theorem.

4. The Kolmogorov extension property. Theorem 3 can be applied to an

inverse system of probability spaces {(X¡, sé¡, p.¡), i e I}, related by measurable,

measure-preserving mappings/y, by setting A'=proj lim¡ Xt (set-theoretic pro-

jective limit) and considering the directed system {(X, sét*, p,f), i e 7} induced by

the natural mappings/: X-> Xx, i e I. In probability theory 7 is usually assumed

to be all finite subsets F of a set S, and a fundamental problem is that of deter-

mining whether there is a probability measure on the «r-algebra of subsets of

Ar=proj limF -XV = uses -^<s> generated by all the séF* (the cylinder sets) which

extends all the probability measures p%.
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The above considerations lead us to the following definitions:

Definition 6. A directed family of probability measure spaces {(A", sét, pt), i e 1}

is said to have the Kolmogorov extension property (or simply, to be extendable) if

there is a measure p on the complete cr-algebra sé generated by (Ji6/ sé¡ such that

p = Pt on sé¡, iel.

Definition 7. A mapping if>: X-> G, where G is a compact Abelian group with

character group Y, is said to be a representation of a directed family of probability

spaces {(X, sé„ pt), i e 1} if

(i) for each y e Y, y ° </< is ¿^-measurable for some / e 7;

(ii) (r¡, <pi) is an algebraic model for pt,iel, where r¡ = {yer|yo^r is .im-

measurable} and <Pi(y)=$x (y ° <A) dpu y e Y¡.

In view of the above, a directed family of probability measure spaces possesses

a representation if and only if G is as in Theorem 3 and the mappings </>¡ which

appear in the conclusion of that theorem can all be taken equal to ip.

In the next theorem, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for a

directed family of probability measures having a representation to be extendable.

In the following we shall always use the notation of §3 and Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Let >p : X -> G be a representation of the directed family of prob-

ability measure spaces {(X, sé¡, p¡), i e I}. Then the family has the Kolmogorov

extension property if and only ifv*(i/j(X))= 1 (where v* denotes outer measure).

Proof. Suppose the family is extendable. Then T = ind Iim¡ r¡; and if <p is as

defined from the <pt of Definition 7 as in (3.5), then (Y, <p) is an algebraic model for

p. It now follows from Lemma 1 that v*(iji(X)) = 1. Conversely, if v*(i¡>(X))= 1, we

take Pa.to be the measure on A" given by p0(>p~1(E)) = v(E), Ee38. The completion

p of p0 is then a probability measure on sé such that p = pt on sé¡, i e I.

Following Bochner [3, Chapter 5], who introduced the notion of a sequentially

maximal family, we introduce the analogous definition for representations.

Definition 8. A representation </r: X -> G is said to be sequentially maximal if

given h?ki2ii ■ • ■ ikin= ■ ■ • in 7and

71= 1

where <fi¡ = ef* ° >p,ie I, there exists an x e X such that ipilt(x) = s*(g), »=1,2,....

We have the following result :

Corollary 1. Let i/i be a sequentially maximal representation of the family

{(X, sét, ¿0. ie T} with the property that ^(X) e á?(G¡), i e I. Then the family has the

Kolmogorov extension property.

Proof. By Theorem 4 we must show, given Be38, with ip(X)<^B that v(B)=l.

Since every element of 38 is in the a-algebra generated by countably many of the 38x,

we can find /'i^i2^ • • • such that B is in the a-algebra generated by \jn38in. We

now replace in by n, and put Ya> = \Jn Yn. Also, let Gœ be the dual of T^, let
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ttx: G-* Gx be the natural map, and let vœ be as in Theorem 2 for (Fx, «pIT«,).

Then ir~1rrx(B) = B, va0(iTm(B)) = v(B), and 4,oo=^œ ° >!>'• X^-Gx is a representa-

tion of {(A', sén, p.n), n e A7}. Let 7Tn : G« -> Gn be defined by e*=Trn ° ttx, n = \, 2,...,

and let ft1: Z-> G„ be as in Lemma 1. Then by the sequential maximality,

H "k-WiX)) = *.(*) <= * M
n = l

Since, for each n, va(Tr-1(ftl(X))) = vn(fti(X))=l, we have v(B) = vœ(7rm(B))=l.

Another corollary is the following result due to Bochner [3, Theorem 5.1.1].

Corollary 2. Let {(Xh sé,, p.,), i e 7} be an inverse system of Hausdorff topo-

logical measure spaces (in the sense of Example 2 of §2) with respect to continuous

mappings ff. A-,—> Xt. If the system is sequentially maximal, the induced directed

family {(X, sét*, p.?), i e 7} has the Kolmogorov extension property.

Proof. Let (F{, <pUt) be as in Example 2 of §2, and let (F?, <pf ) be the induced

algebraic model for p.f, where Ff consists of functions on X. We recall that T,

determines the topology on G¡; hence iji,: A¡ -> G¡ (as in Lemma 1) is continuous.

Also, the regularity of p., implies that X, contains a cr-compact subset of measure

one. Therefore, ip^X,) £ 30(G¡), i e I. Since r¡*c: r* if i^j, there is a representation

ij>: X -^ G of the directed family (where G is the dual of r = (J(e/ Tf = ind lim r¡),

such that ft °/ = £* ° </>. The sequential maximality of the given system and the

fact that each ft is one-to-one then imply that the representation is sequentially

maximal; and desired result follows from Corollary 1.

Though not every directed family of probability measure spaces possesses a

representation, we can still obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the

family to have the Kolmogorov extension property by considering all increasing

sequences in the indexing set 7.

Theorem 5. Let {(X, sé,, p,t), i el) be a directed family of probability measure

spaces. The following are equivalent:

(i) The given family has the Kolmogorov extension property.

(ii) IfJ is any directed subset of I and >p: X^-G is a representation of the directed

family {(X, sé,, p.,), ieJ}, then v*(ftX))=\.

(iii) IfJ is any increasing sequence in I there is a representation of{(X, sé,, p.¡), i e J)

such that v*(<p(X)) = l.

Proof. Clearly (i) => (ii). The given family is extendable if and only if every

subfamily corresponding to an increasing sequence in I is extendable (cf. the proof

of Corollary 1). Thus the statement of the theorem will follow from Theorem 4

if we can show that, for J an increasing sequence, the corresponding family has a

representation. Lemma 2 implies that this is in fact the case.

Remark. If I is countable, the argument above shows that {(X, sé¡, p.¡), i e 1}

always has a representation. Indeed, we may pick an increasing sequence / in T

such that each element of Tis dominated by an element of J. Then, using Lemma 2,
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Theorem 3, and Remark 2 which follows Theorem 3, it is easy to construct the

desired representation. If 7 is uncountable, this procedure fails. For example, if

I consists of all finite subsets of an uncountable set, then every chain in 7 must be

countable.

5. Some examples.    In this section we discuss two examples:

(1) the embedding of a nonextendable system into an extendable one, and

(2) a nonsequentially maximal system.

(1) Consider the interval [0, 1) with Lebesgue measure £ on its Borel algebra

of subsets 38. Let Vlt V2,... be the Vitali nonmeasurable sets of [0, 1), and let

Fn = Uic=n V\. Then (i) Yn \ 0 as n -> oo, and (ii) the outer measure £*(Fn)=l

for all n (see Neveu [14, p. 84]). Now, for each n, put Xn-=Y\l = i Yk, and let sén be

the a-algebra of subsets of Xn generated by Yk n 38, k=l,2,..., n. Define An on

( F», Yn n 38) by An( Yn n A) = ¡(A) for each A e 38; and define pn on (Xn, sén) by

Mn = A, ° 6-\ where $n: Yn -> Xn, 6n(x) = (x, x,...,x),xe Yn. (Note: 6~\E)=0

if 7s contains no diagonal elements.) Now, for i<j consider the projection mapping

/„■: X, -> Xt. Then {(Xn, sén, pn), n= 1, 2,...}, together with {/„}, is an inverse

system of probability measure spaces; and it is easy to see that the inverse limit

can be identified with X=Y\k=\ Yk.

The family {(Xn,sén,pn),n=l,2,...} is not extendable since the measurable

diagonals An = {x e X \ xx = x2 = ■ ■ ■ = xn} all have measure one, yet An j- 0. This

example is due to Andersen and Jessen [1]. We remark that the family is, however,

sequentially maximal.

Now, for n= 1,2,..., let rB=[0, 1), G»=riJU, Tk, and G = ]l"=i I*. Let ¿%n be

the product Borel algebra in Gn, and let 38 be the Borel algebra generated by all

the 38"n in G. Let 6n be analogously extended to all of the Tn, and define vn on

(Gn, 38,) by vn= f ° Ö"1. Then the family {(G„, ̂ „, v„), n= 1, 2,...} is extendable;

in fact, the extended measure v is concentrated on the diagonal

A = {(*!, x2, ■..) e G | Xi = x2 = • • •}.

Let us now embed each Xn into Gn by the mapping ipn(x) = x, x e Xn. Then, for

each n, (Xn, sén, pn) and (Gn, 38n, vn) are conjugate ; so we have given a concrete

construction of the type considered in Theorem 3. We could have obtained exactly

the same construction by the method used to prove Theorem 3 if we had begun

with the groups Yk of functions on Yk of the form ym(x) = eimx, m = 0, ±1, ±2,....

(2) Let Xt be the additive group of integers modulo 2', /'= 1, 2,..., and let Xm

be the set of all nonnegative integers. Define, for i<j (j could be cu),/y: X, —> Xt

such thatfij(x)=y, where y=x (mod 2'); and choose any probability measure pa

on Xa, and, for each z'=l, 2,..., let Pi = Po, °fäi1- The family {A-;, z'=l, 2,..., <u}

together with {/,} and {pi}f=1 form an inverse system of probability measure spaces,

and since the index set in this case has a largest element, namely w, the inverse

limit system is equivalent to just (A"ra, pa) and thus is extendable.
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We remark that the family {Xi,i=\,2,...,w} is not sequentially maximal.

Consider the sequence x° = 2' — leX,,i=l,2,.... There exists no xeXx

= {{xi)i'=i\fii(xj) = xi,i<j} (the inverse limit of {X,}) such that x¡ = x° for all

»=1,2,....

The above examples seem to indicate that the condition of sequential maximality

is independent of the problem of extending probability measures associated with

stochastic processes, and its use is just a convenience in the proofs of extension

theorems.
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